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TURN AROUND PROCES 
OUR UNIQUE CORE COMPETENCE 
 
Advising companies through processes of change is our core competence. During 
the more than 30 years we have been in the market, we have accumulated a 
unique knowledge of the connections between the elements of optimal processes 
of change. We have developed a methodological apparatus that integrates high 
validity into the basis for decision with far-reaching business visions. The synthesis 
in profitable businesses is to find the optimal connection between three basic 
elements:  

• to meet the prevailing Market Requirements at any time  
• that the procurement of goods is as Lean/Efficient as possible  
• to support an attractive High Performance work environment 

 
When we have finished the analysis phase, we work closely with the management 
to prepare a Game Plan for the Turn Around Process. In the critical phases, we 
have, in several cases, provided Add-On Management in order to ensure a stable 
flow/efficiency.  

It is absolutely central to a successful Turn Around Process that the Board of 
Directors, the Executive Board and in some cases also the owners are involved. It 
is natural that it is important to anchor the responsibility for the essence of the 
process at the top of the organization – but to ensure “new behavior” in the 
organization as a whole is the element where most processes stall. In our concept, 
it is woven into all elements that it is the collective consciousness that must be 
influenced in order to ensure success.  

Some processes require a deep insight into Branding / Communication Strategy, 
others a special understanding of Globalization, while still others require the ability 
to handle an OutPlacement process. That which is our special competence is a 
holistic overview, where complexity supports and highlights the nuances of the 
decision foundation.  

As you can see from our product range as well as through our international network 
of experts, we have a broad, deep and holistic reach, so with us you are sure of 
SinglePoint of Contact. 

 
If you want to hear more, call us on 33 11 44 22 or email sn@sebgruppen.dk 
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Teacher 
Sebastian Nybo is a renowned author, lecturer and business psychology consultant 
with international experience and network. He has worked with organizational 
development and High Performance Teams for more than 30 years. As a 
participant, you get access to both his deep professional knowledge as well as 
concrete experiences from a large number of companies that he has advised and 
supported up to the High Performance Team. He has developed a wide range of 
effective and unique tools that provide an overview of the change process from 
group to High Performance Teams – which you as a participant in this seminar get 
unique access to. 

Sebastian is also the author of the 12 theories and models that are part of the SEB 
theory set, and in recent years has specialized in the topics of Sustainable 
Innovation, Team Culture and Evolutionary Psychology. 

He has taught more than 350,000 people both at home and abroad and has many 
years of experience in teaching and advising managers and key employees, and is 
today considered an authority in his field. 


